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Prom is like a marathon of mouthwatering meals, but there must be a method to the madness>>

Don’ts
ORDER MESSY MEALS

While pasta is possibly the most popular dinner choice for prom night, 
it can also be the least tidy. Nothing is more unsightly than a colossal 
red stain on a white tuxedo shirt or a pretty pink prom gown. Messy 
meals also heighten chances for embarrassing food-on-face and/or food-
in-teeth pictures. Instead, order a meal that lacks sticky sauces or grimy 
grease. After all, prom attire is not cheap and can be resold if well kept.

OVEREAT
Prom night is like a marathon of meals, and just like a marathon runner, 
prom-goers must pace themselves. If students overdo it at dinner, they 
will regret their decision for the rest of the night. They will miss out on 
the chocolate covered snacks offered at prom like strawberries and pret-
zels. They also will not have room for all of the free fast-food favorites 
offered at after-prom. Nothing is more painful for penny pinching teens 
than having to pass up free food. Skip appetizers at dinner in order to 
maintain an appetite throughout the long night of nibbling. 

TRAVEL IN LARGE GROUPS
Everyone wants to be surrounded by all their friends on prom night, but 
big dinner groups can make things messy. Not only is it hard to make 
reservations, but it also takes longer for large groups to be served. There 
is no way everyone in a group of 30 could be able to talk to everyone else 
at their group. Plentiful posses should take pictures together, split up for 
dinner, and  meet up again at prom. It will limit stress and sharpen serv-
ice. 
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[For a list of suggested prom restaurants and a link to their websit to make 

reservations visit fchsbagpiper.wordpress.com[MORE 
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